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The TORPEX device 
A paradigm for edge turbulence 
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Parallel losses
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N : number of field line turns  
The TORPEX device 
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High resolution diagnostics with full coverage 
The TORPEX device 
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The GBS simulations 
Evolves full n, Te, Ф, V||i, V||e . 
Quasi-steady-state 
              = 
Balance between parallel losses, 
perpendicular transport and sources. 
ρi<<L,   β<<1 
ω<<Ωci,  ne ≈ ni 
Braginskii 
model 
Electrostatic  
drift-reduced 
Braginskii 
equations 
Collisional 
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The validation project 
Defining the observables  
  what can we measure/compute ? 
Classifying the observables 
  how directly can we get an observable from exp/sim data ? 
Uncertainty analysis 
  what is the uncertainty of measurements/simulations data ? 
Distance and level of agreement 
  how to define the level of agreement between exp/sim for one observable ? 
Composite metric 
  how to evaluate the global agreement and how to interpret it ? 
[ Based on the ideas of P. W. Terry et al., PoP 2008 ] 
  3D GBS model 
2D reduced model 
TORPEX 
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11 observables, with radial profiles, and for different values of N 
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What are the observables? 
Direct from the simulation:  n, Te, Ф, V||i, V||e  
Direct from the experiment:  Isat, Vfloat , I-V   
Validation observables:  
      <n>, <Te>, <Ф> 
        Isat, δIsat  
        kz, kφ  
        δTe, Γ  
low N 
low N 
high N 
high N 
n [m-3] 
δIsat/Isat  
experiment 
3D 
2D 
Classifying the observables 
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h j = h jexp + h jsim −1
1st level:  <n>sim, <Te>sim, <Ф>sim, Isatexp, δIsatexp 
2nd level:  <n>exp, <Te>exp, <Ф>exp, Isatsim, δIsatsim 
low N 
low N 
high N 
high N 
n [m-3] 
δIsat/Isat  
h=2 
h=2 
3rd level:   δTeexp, Γexp 
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Uncertainty analysis 
low N 
low N 
high N 
high N 
n [m-3] 
δIsat/Isat  
h=2 
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experiment 
3D 
2D 
Comparison of individual observables 
low N 
low N 
high N 
high N 
n [m-3] 
δIsat/Isat  
h=2 
h=2 
d2D=1.3 
d3D=0.8 
d2D=7.8 
d3D=2.0 
d2D=4.5 
d3D=3.9 
d2D=5.5 
d3D=4.0 
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DISAGREEMENT 
AGREEMENT 
experiment 
3D 
2D 
low N 
low N 
high N 
high N 
n [m-3] 
δIsat/Isat  
h=2 
h=2 
d2D=1.3 
d3D=0.8 
d2D=7.8 
d3D=2.0 
d2D=4.5 
d3D=3.9 
d2D=5.5 
d3D=4.0 
R2D=0.35 
R3D=0.06 
R2D≈1 
R3D=0.88 
R2D≈1 
R3D≈1 
R2D≈1 
R3D≈1 
Comparison of individual observables 
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Global agreement 
€ 
H j =1/h j
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Global agreement 
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Interpretation 
low N high N 
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k|| = 0 k|| ≠ 0  
kver  α N kver  ≈ 0 
ktor ≠ 0 ktor =0 
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N 
kver 
k|| = 0 k|| ≠ 0  
kver  α N kver  ≈ 0 
ktor ≠ 0 ktor =0 
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Conclusions 
[1] P. Ricci et al., Langmuir probe-based observables for plasma-turbulence code validation and 
     application to the TORPEX basic plasma physics experiment, PoP 2009.  
[2] P. Ricci et al., Methodology for turbulence code validation: quantification of simulation-experiment 
     agreement and application to the TORPEX experiment, PoP 2011. 
Achievements of the validation project [1],[2] : 
1. Assess the predictive capabilities of a code 
3. Assess the relative importance of missing physics 
More accurate boundary conditions and source modeling, 
implementation of plasma-neutral collisions, etc. 
3D simulations predict (within error bars) profiles of n, Φ, Isat, and kv, 
ktor, but fail at predicting profiles of Te and fluctuation levels. 
Global 3D simulations are needed to describe the plasma 
dynamics at high N. 
2. Compare codes 
2D simulations agree similarly to 3D only for low N. 
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Future work 
Missing ingredients for a complete description of 
plasma dynamics in TORPEX: 
Better boundary 
conditions 
Physics of 
neutrals 
Better source  
modeling 
Use of other diagnostics as Mach probes, Triple 
probes or Bdot probes to compare other  
interesting observables. 
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V&V 
A validation project requires a four step procedure: 
(i)    Model qualification 
(ii)   Code verification 
(iii)  Definition and classification of observables 
(iv)  Quantification of agreement 

